Abstract. We give new proofs of two basic results in number theory: The law of quadratic reciprocity and the sign of the Gauss sum. We show that these results are encoded in the relation between the discrete Fourier transform and the action of the Weyl element in the Weil representation modulo p, q and pq.
Introduction
Two basic results due to Gauss are the quadratic reciprocity law and the sign of the Gauss sum [8] . The first concerns the identity In fact, it is easy to show that G p · p. Hence, the problem is to determine the exact sign in the evaluation of G p .
In this work we will explain how these results follow from the proportionality relations F n = C n · ρ n 0 −1 1 0 , for n = p, q and pq, where F n is the discrete Fourier transform, ρ n is the Weil representation of the group SL 2 (Z/nZ), both acting on the Hilbert space C(Z/nZ) of complex valued functions on the finite ring Z/nZ, and C n is the proportionality constant. More specifically, the law of quadratic reciprocity follows from basic properties of the Weil representation and group theoretic considerations, while the calculation of the sign of the Gauss sum is a bit more delicate and it uses a formula for the character of the Weil representation. The fact that the discrete Fourier transform can be normalized so that it becomes a part of a representation plays a crucial role in our proof of both statements.
In his seminal work [10] , André Weil recast several known proofs of the law of quadratic reciprocity in terms of the Weil representation of some cover of the group SL 2 (A Q ) where A Q denotes the adele ring of Q. The main contribution of this short note is showing that quadratic reciprocity already follows from the Weil representation over finite rings and, moreover, establishing a conceptual mechanism, different from that of Weil, which produces the law of quadratic reciprocity. 0.1. Structure of the paper. In Section 1 we recall the Weil representation over the finite ring Z/nZ. We then describe the relation between the Weil representations associated with the rings Z/n 1 Z, Z/n 2 Z and Z/n 1 n 2 Z, for n 1 , n 2 coprime. Finally, we write the formula of its character in the case n is an odd prime number. In Section 2 we define the discrete Fourier transform, compute its determinant and explain its relation to the Weil representation. In Section 3 we prove the quadratic reciprocity law and in Section 4 we compute the Gauss sum. Finally, in the Appendix we supply the proofs of the main technical claims that appear in the body of the paper. 0.2. Acknowledgements. The first two authors would like to thank their teacher J. Bernstein for his interest and guidance. They would like also to acknowledge M. Nori for the encouragement to write this paper. They thank C.P. Mok for explaining parts from the known proofs of quadratic reciprocity and T. Schedler for helping with various of the computations. We appreciate the time T.Y. Lam spent with us teaching math and history. Finally, we thank M. Baruch, P. Diaconis, M. Haiman, B. Poonen and K. Ribet for the opportunities to present this work at the Technion, Israel, and the MSRI, RTG and number theory seminars at Berkeley during February 2008.
1. The Weil representation 1.1. The Heisenberg group. Let (V, ω) be a symplectic free module of rank 2 over the finite ring Z/nZ, where n is an odd number. The reader should think of V as Z/nZ×Z/nZ equipped with the standard skew-symmetric form ω ((t, w) , (t ′ , w ′ )) = tw ′ − wt ′ . Considering V as an abelian group, it admits a non-trivial central extension called the Heisenberg group. Concretely, the group H can be presented as the set H = V × Z/nZ with the multiplication given by
The center of H is Z = Z(H) = {(0, z) : z ∈ Z/nZ} . The symplectic group Sp(V, ω), which in this case is isomorphic to SL 2 (Z/nZ), acts by automorphisms of H through its action on the V -coordinate.
1.2. The Heisenberg representation. One of the most important attributes of the group H is that it admits a special family of irreducible representations. The precise statement goes as follows. Let ψ : Z → C × be a faithful character of the center (i.e., an imbedding of Z into C × ). It is not hard to show 
The representation π which appears in the above theorem will be called the Heisenberg representation associated with the central character ψ.
We denote by ψ 1 (z) = e 2πi n z the standard additive character, and for every invertible element a ∈ (Z/nZ) × we denote ψ a (z) = e 2πi n az .
Standard realization of the Heisenberg representation.
The Heisenberg representation (π, H, H) can be realized as follows: The Hilbert space is the space F n = C(Z/nZ) of complex valued functions on the finite field, with the standard Hermitian product. The action π is given by
Here we are using t to indicate the first coordinate of a typical element v ∈ V ≃ Z/nZ × Z/nZ, and w to indicate the second coordinate.
We call this explicit realization the standard realization.
The Weil representation.
A direct consequence of Theorem 1.1 is the existence of a projective representation ρ n : SL 2 (Z/nZ) → P GL(H). The construction of ρ n out of the Heisenberg representation π is due to Weil [10] and it goes as follows: Considering the Heisenberg representation π and an element g ∈ SL 2 (Z/nZ), one can define a new representation π g acting on the same Hilbert space via π g (h) = π (g (h)). Clearly both π and π g have the same central character ψ, hence, by Theorem 1.1, they are isomorphic. Since the space Hom H (π, π g ) is one-dimensional, choosing for every g ∈ SL 2 (Z/nZ) a non-zero representative ρ n (g) ∈ Hom H (π, π g ) gives the required projective Weil representation. In more concrete terms, the projective representation ρ is characterized by the formula
for every g ∈ SL 2 (Z/nZ) and h ∈ H. A more delicate statement is that there exists a lifting of ρ n into a linear representation, this is the content of the following theorem Theorem 1.2. The projective Weil representation ρ n can be linearized into an honest representation
that satisfies equation (1.1).
The existence of a linearization ρ n follows from a known fact [1] that any projective representation of SL 2 (Z/nZ) can be linearized (in case n = p is a prime number, see also [5, 6] for an explicit construction of a canonical linearization).
Clearly, any two linearizations differ by a character χ of SL 2 (Z/nZ). In addition, we have
For a proof, see Appendix A. Let n 1 , n 2 be coprime odd integers. Consider the natural homomorphism
which, by the Chinese reminder theorem, is an isomorphism. This isomorphism induces an isomorphism of Hilbert spaces F n1n2
In addition, the character ψ 1 ⊗ ψ 1 of Z/n 1 Z × Z/n 2 Z transforms to the character ψ n1+n2 of Z/n 1 n 2 Z. Under these identifications it is not difficult to show Proposition 1.6. The representations ρ n1 ⊗ ρ n2 and ρ n1n2 ψ n1+n2 , realized on the Hilbert spaces F n1 ⊗ F n2 and F n1+n2 , coincide as projective representations of SL 2 (Z/n 1 n 2 Z). 
The character of the Weil representation.
In the case n = p is a prime number, the absolute value of the character ch ρ : SL 2 (F p ) → C of the Weil representation ρ = ρ p was described in [7] , but the phases have been made explicit only recently in [5] . The following formula is taken from [5] :
for every g ∈ SL 2 (F p ) such that g − I is invertible, where 
Remark 1.9. Sketch of the proof of (1.2) (see details in [5] ). First observation is that the Heisenberg representation π and the Weil representation ρ = ρ p combine to give a representation of the semi-direct product τ = ρ⋉π :
Second observation is that the character of τ , ch τ : SL 2 (F p ) ⋉ H → C satisfies the following multiplicativity property
where ch τ (g) denotes the function on H given by ch τ (g, −) and the * operation denotes convolution with respect to the Heisenberg group action. Now, one can easily show that
for g ∈ SL 2 (F p ) with g − I invertible, and for some µ g ∈ C. Finally, a direct calculation reveals that µ g must equal
The discrete
It is easy to show that
Notation 2.1. We will denote by F n the DFT operator associated with the standard character ψ 1 .
It is not difficult to show that under the isomorphism F n1n2
The main technical statement that we will require concerns the explicit evaluation of the determinant of the DFT operator which is associated with the standard character ψ 1 .
Proposition 2.3. For any odd natural number n we have
For a proof, see Appendix A.
2.2.
Relation between the DFT and the Weil representation. We will show that for an odd n the operator F n is proportional to the operator ρ n (w) in the Weil representation, where w ∈ SL 2 (Z/nZ) is the Weyl element
Theorem 2.4. The operator ρ n (w) does not depend on the choice of linearization
For a proof see Appendix A.
1 Usually, the DFT operator appears in its normalized form Φn = 1 √ n Fn, which makes it a unitary operator. However, the non-normalized form is better suited to our purposes.
The quadratic reciprocity law
We are ready to prove the quadratic reciprocity law. For a natural number n, we define the Gauss sums [8] 
where a ∈ (Z/nZ) × and we denote G n = G n (1).
Consider two distinct odd prime numbers p, q.
For a proof see Appendix A. The Gauss sum is related to the DFT by
Hence we can write
where in the first equality we used Equation (3.1) and Lemma 3.1, in the second and forth equalities we used Theorem 2.4. Finally, the third equality follows from Proposition 3.2. We have T r(ρ pq (w)) = T r(ρ p (w)) · T r(ρ q (w)).
For a proof, see Appendix A. This completes our proof of Equation (0.1) -the Quadratic Reciprocity Law.
3.1. Quadratic reciprocity law for the Jacobi symbol. For an odd number n ∈ N, let · n denote the Jacobi symbol of the multiplicative group (Z/nZ) × , which can be characterized [2] by the condition
for every a ∈ (Z/nZ) × .
Remark 3.3. The Jacobi symbol admits the following explicit description: When n = p is an odd prime number, the Jacobi symbol coincides with the Legendre character (Lemma A.1). If
l is the decomposition of n into a product of prime numbers then it can be shown that for a ∈ (Z/nZ) × ,
In particular, this implies that the Jacobi symbol is a character of the multiplicative group (Z/nZ) × and it takes the values ±1.
The quadratic reciprocity law can be formulated in terms of the Jacobi symbol, for any two coprime odd numbers n 1 , n 2 ; the general law is
The proof we just described for the quadratic reciprocity law gives also the more general identity (3.4) without changes: Using Equation (3.3) , it is not hard to realize that the statement of Lemma 3.1 can be formulated more generally as
Then applying the same derivation as in (3.2) one obtains
Alternative interpretation.
A slightly more transparent interpretation of the above argument proceeds as follows:
where the first equality follows from Proposition 2.2 and the second equality appears by substituting
Now, by Proposition 1.6, we have
Hence, the quadratic reciprocity law follows from the equivariance property of the proportion constant C: Theorem 3.4. Let n ∈ N be an odd number. We have
Remark 3.5. In our approach, the statement of Theorem 3.4 follows, indirectly, from the proof of the quadratic reciprocity law.
The sign of Gauss sum
The exact evaluation of G p for an odd prime p uses an additional fact about the Weil representation, i.e., the evaluation T r(ρ p (w)) = ch ρ p (w) = −2 p , which follows directly from formula (1.2). The explicit evaluation of the Legendre symbol at −2 is a simple and well-known computation (see [9] ) which gives
. Now using (3.1) we conclude that
This completes our proof of equation (0.2) -the Sign of Gauss Sum.
Appendix A. Proof of statements A.1. Proof of Proposition 1.3. Let χ be a character of SL 2 (Z/nZ). The condition χ n = 1 follows from the basic fact that the group SL 2 (Z/nZ) is generated by the unipotent elements [4] :
A.2. Proof of Proposition 2.3. Consider the matrix of F n . If we write ψ in the form ψ (x) = ζ x , x = 0, .., n − 1 and ζ = e 2πi n , the matrix of F n takes the form (ζ yx : x, y ∈ {0, 1, .., n − 1}), hence it is a Vandermonde matrix. Applying the standard formula for the determinant of a Vandermonde matrix (see [3] ), we get
where the equality (sin( π·j n )) n−j , gives us
This concludes the proof of the proposition.
A.3. Proof of Theorem 2.4. First, we explain why the operator ρ n (w) does not depend on the choice of linearization ρ n . Any two linearization differ by a character χ of SL 2 (Z/nZ) therefore it is enough to show that χ (w) = 1. By Proposition 1.3, χ n = 1, hence χ (w) = 1, since w 4 = 1 and gcd (4, n) = 1. Next, we explain the relation F n = C n · ρ n (w). The operator ρ n (w) is characterized up to a unitary scalar by the identity (see formula (1.1)) ρ n (w) π (h) ρ n (w) −1 = π (w (h)) for every h ∈ H. Explicit computation reveals that for every h ∈ H,
, which implies that
Finally we evaluate the proportionality coefficient C n . Computing determinants one obtains det (F n ) = C n n · det (ρ n (w)). Now, by Proposition 1.3, the character χ = det •ρ n satisfies χ n = 1,since w 4 = 1 and gcd (4, n) = 1 it implies that χ (w) = 1. Hence
The relations F 
where in the last equality we used 
where, in the second equality we applied a change of variables x → ax. This concludes the proof of the lemma.
A.5. Proof of Proposition 3.2. By Proposition 1.6, the representations ρ p ⊗ ρ q and ρ pq ψ p+q differ by a character χ of the group SL 2 (Z/pqZ). Since χ is of odd order (see Proposition 1.3 ) and w 4 = 1, we have χ 1 (w) = 1. Consequently, we get T r ρ pq ψ p+q (w) = T r ρ p (w) · T r ρ q (w) .
Let S ∈ GL 2 (Z/pqZ) such that det S = p + q. Define the conjugate representation Ad S ρ pq by Ad S ρ pq (g) = ρ pq (Ad S g)
It is not difficult to show that the representations ρ pq ψ p+q and Ad S ρ pq differ by a character µ of the group SL 2 (Z/pqZ). Again, since µ is of odd order (see Proposition 1.3 ) and w 4 = 1, we have µ (w) = 1, which implies that T r ρ pq ψ p+q (w) = T r ρ pq (Ad S w) .
It is enough to show that there exists an element g ∈ SL 2 (Z/pqZ) such that (A.4) Ad g w = Ad S w.
This follows from the following general statement about conjugacy classes of regular semisimple elements in SL 2 (Z/nZ): Let n ∈ N be an odd integer. Consider the natural homomorphism This concludes the proof of the proposition.
A.5.1. Proof of Lemma A.3. By the Chinese reminder theorem it is sufficient to prove the assertion in the case n = p k with p an odd prime number. Moreover, using standard lifting argument (Hensel's lemma) the statement can be reduced further to the case where n = p.
Denote g 1 = Ad S g 0 . Consider the set O = {g ∈ SL 2 (F p ) : gg 0 = g 1 g} .
Our goal is to show that O = ∅. Let F p denote an algebraic closure of F p and consider the algebraic variety O = g ∈ SL 2 F p : gg 0 = g 1 g .
Since g 0 , g 1 ∈ SL 2 (F p ), the variety O is defined over the finite field F p and O can be naturally identified with the set of rational points O = O (F p ). Since g 0 is regular semisimple it can be easily verified that the variety O is not empty. Moreover, it is a principal homogenous space over the centralizer subgroup Z (g 0 ) = g ∈ SL 2 F p : gg 0 g −1 = g 0 which is isomorphic to G m . In particular O is connected. This implies that O (F p ) = ∅.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
